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Abstract
Alkaline water electrolysis (AWE) holds great promise for a truly sustainable energy future if
it can be driven by renewable energy sources such as solar and wind. The main challenge
arises from the serious partial loading issue when intermittent and unstable renewable energy
is coupled to water electrolyzers including AWE. An energy storage device can mitigate this
incompatibility between water electrolyzer and renewable energy sources. Herein, an AWE
device driven by solar photovoltaic (PV) through a full cell of lithium-ion battery (LIB) as an
energy reservoir is demonstrated (PV-LIB-AWE). Stable power output from LIB drives the
water electrolyzer for steady hydrogen production, and thus overcomes the partial loading
issue of AWE. Moreover, we have developed a multifunctional hierarchical material, porous
nickel oxide decorated nitrogen-doped carbon support (p-NiO@NC), with excellent
electrochemical performance towards LIBs, oxygen evolution reaction (OER), and hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER) for the PV-LIB-AWE system. Density functional theory (DFT)
calculations show the strong interaction between metal oxide and NC tailors the electronic
structure and optimizes activation energy of OER process. Our PV-LIB-AWE coupled
system offers an alternative approach to drive water electrolysis with intermittent renewable
energy for a truly sustainable energy future.
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1. Introduction
Renewable hydrogen is considered as the most promising candidate for supporting a
sustainable energy future. However, over 95% of hydrogen is produced from fossil fuel at
present, which is neither clean nor sustainable. Water electrolysis for hydrogen production is
clean and sustainable, but less cost-effective. Half of the cost of AWE comes from the
electricity consumed[1]. A strategy to directly couple AWE with renewable electricity is thus
highly desirable. Nevertheless, intermittent and unstable renewable electricity is not able to
drive conventional water electrolyzers due to serious gas crossover at partial loading
condition[2]. A chargeable energy storage device could address this issue by playing a role of
energy reservoir that converts the unstable electrical input to a stable output. For instance,
solar energy could be used to charge a lithium ion battery through a photovoltaic (PV) system,
and then the charged lithium ion batteries (LIB) could drive an AWE with stable power
supply (PV-LIB-AWE).
Moreover, a multifunctional cost-effective material, which can be used for various energy
storage devices will simplify the manufacturing process and further reduce the cost of such a
PV-LIB-AWE system. Indeed, earth-abundant multifunctional materials are promising for
various energy storage and conversion systems including LIBs,[3] water splitting[4],
supercapacitors[5], and Zn-air batteries[6]. For example, a core-shell NiFe@N-graphite[7]
electrode exhibited a large open-circuit potential of 1.48 V for Zn-air battery and a good
catalytic performance for overall water splitting. Using the same material, a water
electrolyzer driven by two Zn-air batteries in series was constructed. In addition, Selvan et
al.[8] prepared a NiCoP/CNF electrode by electrospinning and subsequent carbonization
treatment, and the material showed multifunctional applications towards overall water
splitting and supercapattery. A water electrolyzer driven by two supercapatteries was then
demonstrated. Owing to the different requirements on material structure and physicochemical
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properties, it is challenging to synthesize a multifunctional material for both energy storage
and conversion systems.
Transition metal-based compounds show superior electrochemical activity in many
conversion and storage systems, such as overall water splitting[9] and LIBs[10], because of the
half-filled d-orbital in transition metals. Moreover, most transition metals are earth abundant,
preferable catalytic activity, and cost-effective. Beside the material properties, the structure of
the electrode plays a critical role in determining the total activity, reaction kinetic, and
stability for water splitting and LIBs. Hybridization of carbon, the most widely employed
catalyst support, with transition-metal oxide can increase specific surface area, improve
conductivity, and enrich active sites to optimize the electrochemical performances. For
instance, the yolk-shell FeP@C nanoboxes can alleviate the volume expansion and thus
increase the structure stability[10a]. However, many of these materials have a complicated
multistep synthesis process.
Herein, we report a three-dimension (3D) porous composite, which consists of metal oxides
decorated on the nitrogen-doped carbon (NC) framework, fabricated via a facile route
followed by heat treatment. The composites, namely porous nickel oxide decorated NC (pNiO@NC), and its derivatives show both excellent energy storage performances for LIBs and
high catalytic activity for oxygen evolution reaction (OER) thanks to the transition metal
oxides strongly coupling with NC in a 3D hierarchical network. The optimized p-NiO@NC
electrode shows outstanding energy storage performance for LIBs with a high reversible
capacity of 800 mA h g-1 at 0.5 A g-1, a robust stability, and high rate capability with a
capacity of 576 mA h g-1 at 8 A g-1. Moreover, coupling p-NiO@NC anode with p-Ni2P@NC
cathode, which is derived from p-NiO@NC by phosphorization, a water electrolyzer affords
a current density of 10 mA cm-2 at 1.58 V. DFT calculations suggest that the overall OER
performance results from the strongly interaction between NiO and NC. Lastly, we
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demonstrated a solar-driven hydrogen generation in AWE with a LIB full cell that is charged
through a commercial solar cell.

2. Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the PV-LIB-AWE system. Step I: Silicon-based solar cell charges the
LIB with Ni-based material and LiCoO2 as the anode and cathode, respectively. Step II: LIB
full cell drives the overall water splitting. (b) Schematic process flow for materials synthesis.

Fig. 1 illustrates the design of the PV-LIB-AWE system for energy storage and conversion.
The system contains a photovoltaic solar cell (PV), a full lithium ion battery (LIB) and
5

alkaline water electrolysis (AWE) device. The PV coverts solar energy to electricity to charge
the LIB. Then, the charged LIB drives the overall electrocatalytic water splitting to generate
the renewable hydrogen. The preparation procedure of the catalyst p-NiO@NC is displayed
in the inset of Fig. 1 (see Experimental Section for details). Briefly, the transition metal ions
were chelated with amino acid, which could not only restrain the metal hydrolysis, but also
suppress the nanoparticle aggregation during the high-temperature pyrolysis due to the
carbon framework. After washing process, NaCl salt was removed and a 3D porous crosslinked network decorated with metal oxide nanoparticles was prepared. The phase
composition of the sample was carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD), as shown in Fig. 2a.
There is one broad peak centered at 25o, matching with amorphous carbon[11]. Other peaks
correspond to the face-centered cubic phase NiO[12]. In addition, Fig. S1a displays the Raman
spectrum of the p-NiO@NC, suggesting disordered graphitic structure. The BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) specific surface area (Fig. 2b and Fig. S1b) of p-NiO@NC is about
115 m2 g-1, indicating high porosity. The phase composition was further confirmed by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis (Fig. S1c), showing the existence of Ni, O, N, and
C. The high-resolution N 1s XPS spectrum (Fig. S1d) can be divided into three peaks,
matching with pyrodinic N, pyrrolic N, and graphitic N[13], respectively. Fig. S1e depicts the
high-resolution O 1s spectrum, which can be divided into two peaks, corresponding to OC=O and M-O-M, respectively. The high-resolution Ni 2p spectrum (Fig. 2c) is deconvoluted
into four peaks, arising from Ni2+ and Ni3+ and Ni-N bond[14]. Compared to the peaks of pure
NiO, the positive shift of that of p-NiO@NC and the formation of Ni-N bond suggest the
strong interaction between NiO and NC network (inset in Fig. 2c).
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Fig. 2 Structural and surface elemental characterization. (a) XRD pattern of p-NiO@NC
composite. (b) Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherm of p-NiO@NC composite. (c) Ni 2p
spectra and (inset) comparison of Ni 2p3/2 spectra for p-NiO@NC and pure NiO. (d) Lowmagnification and (e) high-magnification SEM images of NaCl-NiO@NC precursor. (f)
Low-maganification and (g) high-magnification SEM images of p-NiO@NC. (h-i) TEM
images of the p-NiO@NC. (g) HRTEM image of p-NiO@NC. (k) SEAD pattern from pNiO@NC. (l) Elemental mapping of the p-NiO@NC composite.

The morphologies were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). After washing process (Fig. 2d-2g), the 3D
interconnected carbon framework with macropores is acquired. TEM images further show the
porous hierarchical carbon framework decorated with NiO nanoparticles (Fig. 2h). The NiO
nanoparticles with size of about 25 nm are coated with carbon nanosheet (Fig. 2i). High7

resolution TEM image shows crystalline NiO nanoparticles with a lattice fringe distance of
0.21 nm (Fig. 2j), matching with the (200) plane of NiO[15], which is in consistent with the
results of Fig. 2k. The elemental mapping (Fig. 2l) demonstrates the uniform distribution of
Ni, O, N, and C. We also extent this simple synthesis route to other TMOs, such as pNiFe2O4@NC, p-CoFe2O4@NC, and p-NiCo2O4@NC, as shown in Fig. S2-S8. Those TMOs
show 3D hierarchical porous structure with high surface area (Table S1), similar to pNiO@NC, indicating that this synthesis method can be generic.

Fig. 3 Electrochemical performance of the p-NiO@NC electrode as LIB anodes in half cells.
(a) Charge-discharge profiles of the p-NiO@NC electrode. (b) CV curves of p-NiO@NC. (c)
Cycling performance and coulombic efficiencies of p-NiO-@NC electrode at 0.5 A g-1. (d)
Rate performance of the p-NiO@NC electrode ranging from 0.5 to 8 A g-1. (e) Comparison
with other reported materials, including NiO carbon fiber, NiO nanobelt, Porous NiO
nanorod, NACNT@NiO@G, porous NiO microtubules, NiO/CNTs, and C@NiO@NCSs. (f)
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Long cycling performance at higher rate of 2 A g-1. (g) Schematic of the p-NiO@NC
electrode during charge/discharge process.

The lithium storage properties of the p-NiO@NC electrode are first characterized by a half
cell with the voltage range of 0.1 – 3.0 V. The charge/discharge curves of the p-NiO@NC
electrode at 0.5 A g-1 are shown in Fig. 3a. The first charge/discharge capacities of the
electrode are 790.5 and 1163 mA h g-1, respectively, with a coulombic efficiency (CE) of
about 67.9%. During the first cycle, there is a long flat at 0.75 V, ascribed to NiO lithiation to
Ni and Li2O[16]. After the first cycle, the charge capacities stabilize at 800 mA h g-1, and the
CE settles in above 99%. Fig. 3b displays the CV curves of the electrode at 0.5 mV s-1. The
curves almost overlap, suggesting superior the structure stability. The cycle stability of the pNiO@NC electrode is also characterized at 0.5 A g-1, as shown in Fig. 3c. After 100 cycles,
the value of the capacity is about 777.6 mA h g-1, showing the excellent stability.
Apart from the storage capacity, the rate capability is of high importance for practical use.
Fig. 3d depicts the rate performance of the p-NiO@NC electrode, displaying capacities of
814.8, 763.6, 725.8, 651.0, and 576.0 mA h g-1 at 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 A g-1, respectively. When
the current density decreases back to 0.5 A g-1, the capacity remains about 796.5 mA h g-1.
The rate performance of the p-NiO@NC is also superior to other reported NiO-based
electrodes for LIBs, such as NiO carbon fiber[17], NiO nanosheets[18], porous NiO nanorod[19],
NiO/CNTs[20], and hollow cubic NiO[21], as summarized in Fig. 3e and Table S2.
Furthermore, the stability of the electrode at 2 A g-1 is shown in Fig. 3f. The electrode
delivers a reversible capacity of about 812.5 mA h g-1 after 350 cycles. The superior lithium
storage capacity of the electrode can be ascribed to the following reasons (Fig. 3g). Firstly,
the 3D cross-linked carbon nanosheets can serve as “expressway” for electron transfer to
promote high current charge/discharge. Secondly, the porous hierarchical structure can buffer
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the volume change during the lithiation/delithiation process, and then enhance the Li ions fast
diffusion. Thirdly, the interaction between NiO and NC can suppress the active material lost
from the current collector. In addition, we also characterize the lithium storage capacities of
other TMO-based materials,

including

p-NiFe2O4@NC,

p-CoFe2O4@NC,

and

p-

NiCo2O4@NC, as shown in Fig. S10–S12, which also display excellent electrochemical
performance, suggesting the genericity of our synthesis method. As shown in Fig. S13, the
average voltage of the full cell (p-NiO@NC as the anode and LiCoO2 as the cathode) is
above 2.0 V, which is capable of driving a water electrolyzer. In addition, the open-circuit
potential of the LIB full cell is about 3.33 V, and the full cell can light up the 2 V LED (Fig.
S14), which further confirms the sufficient output voltage for powering water electrolysis.

Fig. 4 Electrochemical OER performance. (a) CV curves and (b) Tafel plots for RuO2, pNiO@NC, NiO/C mixture, NiO and C, respectively, with a scan rate of 5 mVs-1 in 1.0 M
KOH solution. (c) The comparison of overpotential at 10 mA cm-2 and Tafel slopes. (d)
Double-layer capacitance (Cdl) measurements of the p-NiO@NC, NiO/C mixture, NiO and C,
10

respectively. (e) CV curves of p-NiO@NC before and after the acceleration durability test for
5000 cycles. (f) Time-dependent potential curve for p-NiO@NC at 10 mA cm-2, without IR
correction. Inset: schematic of electronic effect between NiO and N. Density of states for (g)
NiO, and (h) N-doped NiO. (i) Comparison of Gibbs free energy versus reaction coordination
for OER between NiO and p-NiO@NC.

Next, we discuss the electrocatalytic activity of the p-NiO@NC electrode for OER using
a three-electrode system in 1.0 M KOH media. The CV curve of the p-NiO@NC electrode
with a scanning rate of 5 mV s-1 is shown in Fig. 4a, which displays much smaller onset
potential, as well as overpotential (289 mV) at 10 mA cm-2 than those of NiO/NC mixture,
pure NiO, and NC. Furthermore, compared to other reported OER-based electrocatalysts
(Table S3), such as CoP@3D Ti3C2-Mxene[22], NPC-CP[23], Co-C3N4/CNT[24] and so on, our
p-NiO@NC electrode also shows more superior electrocatalytic activity. The Tafel slope of
the p-NiO@NC electrode is 73.2 mV dec-1 (Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c), smaller than that of RuO2
electrode, suggesting its fast kinetics. To access the specific activity, we characterized the
electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) using CVs (Fig. S16) in the region (0.75-0.85
V), where electrical double-layer capacitance (Cdl) dominates. Fig. 4d shows a much larger
Cdl for the p-NiO@NC electrode than other electrodes, suggesting its much larger active
surface area, and hence much more active sites. Moreover, the CV curves of the p-NiO@NC
electrode show negligible change after 5000 cycles, as shown in Fig. 4e. On the other hand,
the overpotential of the p-NiO@NC electrode at 10 mA cm-2 also shows little change after
70-h electrolysis (Fig. 4f). The good stability (including other oxides as shown in Fig. S17S19) could be attributed to the strong interaction between the NiO nanoparticles and
supporting NC (inset of Fig. 4f), which offers robust electrode structure.
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To gain more fundamental understanding about the role of Ni-N bonds formed on the OER
activity, DFT+U calculations are employed to study the OER process on the surface of NiO
electrode. Two independent surface models, i.e. p-NiO@NC and NiO, are established to
investigate the effect of Ni-N bonds. As shown in Fig. S20, only one type of Ni atom (fourfold coordinated Ni atom) is exposed on the surface of NiO. The formation of Ni-N bonds
hardly changes the structural properties of NiO, which is in agreement with the experimental
results. From the projected density of states (PDOS) of the top superficial atoms NiO (Fig.
4g), one can see that NiO exhibits the semi-conductive feature with a band gap of about 0.2
eV. In contrast, the top of valence band for p-NiO@NC crosses over the Fermi level because
of the formation of Ni-N bonds, suggesting that p-NiO@NC is much more conductive than
NiO (Fig. 4h), which is beneficial for the electron transfer between the surface of pNiO@NC and the adsorbed OER intermediates. Inspired by these results, the adsorption
energy of OER intermediates (i.e., OH*, O* and OOH*) and the Gibbs free energy for OER
on the surface of p-NiO@NC and NiO area were explored using DFT+U calculations. It is
known that OER generally contains four possible elementary reaction of *→OH*, OH*→O*,
O*→OOH*, and OOH*→*+O2 (* represents active sites for the adsorption of OER
intermediates, and the bridge sites between two adjacent Ni atoms on the surface of pNiO@NC and NiO are considered as the active sites for the adsorption of OER
intermediates). Fig. 4i shows the calculated Gibbs free energy diagrams along the OER
pathway for p-NiO@NC and NiO, respectively. The Gibbs free energy for the formation of
OH*, O*, OOH* and O2 on the surface of NiO is 0.806, 2.125, 4.408 and 4.92 eV,
respectively. In contrast, the Gibbs free energy is 0.203, 1.63, 3.02 and 4.92 eV on the surface
of p-NiO@NC to produce OH*, O*, OOH* and O2, respectively. These calculated results
show that OER is more favorable thermodynamically on p-NiO@NC surface than NiO
surface, suggesting that the OER activity of p-NiO@NC is better than that of NiO, which is
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in agreement with our electrochemical measurements. Overall, the enhanced OER catalytic
activity could be attributed to the improved electrical conductivity and more favorable
intermediate absorption, which are induced by the formation of Ni-N bonds on the surface of
p-NiO@NC.
It is regarded that transition metal phosphides are promising HER electrocatalysts; we thus
characterize the HER electrocatalytic activity of the p-Ni2P@NC prepared by a simple
phosphorization of the p-NiO@NC. The structural characterizations for p-Ni2P@NC using
XRD, SEM, and TEM techniques verify the successful preparation of the composite, as
shown in Fig. S21-Fig. S23. The HER catalytic properties of the p-Ni2P@NC electrode are
characterized in alkaline media using a three-electrode system (Fig. S24a). The p-Ni2P@NC
electrode shows an overpotential of 115 mV at 10 mA cm-2, superior to most reported HERbased catalysts, such as NiFe@N-doped porous carbon[25], CuCo@NC[26], N,S-CN[27], and so
on, as summarized in Table S4. The Tafel slope is 88.2 mV dec-1, smaller than that of Pt/C
(Fig. S24b), suggesting the fast HER kinetics. The electrode also displayed good stability
(Fig. S24c). Fig. S26 displays the potential difference ( Δ V) between the p-Ni2P@NC
electrode for HER and the p-NiO@NC electrode for OER, and a potential of 1.64 V is
required to obtain 10 mA cm-2. Leveraging the excellent electrocatalytic OER activity of pNiO@NC and HER activity of p-Ni2P@NC, we perform a two-electrode water electrolysis
using p-NiO@NC electrode as the anode and p-Ni2P@NC electrode as the cathode. The
electrolyzer requires only 1.58 V to reach 10 mA cm-2 (Fig. S26b).
The outstanding properties of the materials for energy storage and conversion can be
attributed to the following aspects (Fig. S27). Firstly, the cross-linked carbon network can not
only promote fast electron transfer, but also maintain the structural stability. Second, the 3D
hierarchical porous structure has a large surface area to increase the active sites of the
catalysts, and also cushion the volume expansion during charge/discharge process to keep a
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long cycle life. Lastly, the interaction between metal oxides and N-doped carbon tailors the
electrical structure to optimize the catalytic performances[28].

Fig. 5 The performance of the PV-LIB and LIB-AWE systems. (a) The potential-current-time
curve of the PV-LIB system. Inset: the schematic of the system. (b) The potential-currenttime curve of the LIB-AWE system. Inset: the schematic (left) and the digital image (right) of
the LIB-AWE system. The overall water splitting device can be driven by the LIB full cell,
and the current of the overall water splitting is relatively stable.

Lastly, as a proof-of-concept, we construct a PV-LIB-AWE system for the uninterrupted
solar-to-hydrogen application, which contains the PV device for charging the LIB, the LIB
full cell for driving the overall electrocatalytic water splitting, and the AWE device for
hydrogen production. The schematic illustration of the PV-LIB system is shown in Fig. S28
14

and the inset of Fig. 5a. Fig. 5a shows the potential-current-time curve of the PV-LIB system.
During the charge process, the solar energy can be converted into electricity to charge the
LIB device, and the potential of the LIB gradually increases, as shown in Fig. 5a and
Supporting Video S1. Fig. 5b shows the voltage-current-time curve of the LIB-AWE system,
which demonstrates that the overall water splitting device was powered by LIB device
steadily for longer than 12 h. As such, we can produce hydrogen using solar energy via LIB
as an energy reservoir. The enlarged images of both electrodes for the overall electrocatalytic
water splitting using the LIB-AWE system (the inset of Fig. 5b, Fig. S29，Video S2 and
Video S3) show abundant gas bubbles on both electrodes, indicating the steady operation of
the overall water-splitting device. The generated H2 and O2 are collected and measured, as
shown in Fig. S30, which shows that the ratio of O2 to H2 is very close to the theoretical
value of 1:2. Lithium ion batteries have been extensively studied for many years and have
been applied in large scale, such as phones, computers and electric cars. The installed
capacity of PV is about 600 GW globally. Thus, the large-scale implementation of both
devices has been demonstrated nowadays. Large-scale implementation of water electrolysis is
also possible when it becomes as cost-effective as steam methane reforming technology,
which could be realized by utilizing renewable electricity. Therefore, our strategy to power
water electrolysis using solar energy stands great chance to be implemented in large scale.

3. Conclusion
Employing a facile and generic process, we have successfully prepared a series of
transition metal-based compounds with high surface area for electrocatalytic water splitting
and lithium storage (including p-NiO@NC, p-NiCo2O4@NC, p-CoFe2O4, p-NiFe2O4, and pNi2P@NC). Those materials show great lithium storage properties for LIBs and good
electrocatalytic activity for OER and HER, respectively. DFT calculations indicate that the
strong interaction between metal oxide and N-doped carbon can effectively tailor the
15

electrical structure of the materials to optimize the catalytic performance. We further
construct a PV-LIB-AWE integrated system consisting of a solar cell, a LIB full cell (using
p-NiO@NC as the anode and LiCoO2 as the cathode), and an overall water-splitting device
(with p-NiO@NC electrode as the anode and p-Ni2P@NC as the cathode) to produce
hydrogen using intermittent solar energy. The solar energy was converted into electricity
using PV to charge the LIB device that has a stable electrical output. The overall water
splitting device can be continuously driven by the charged LIB device to produce hydrogen
with a relatively steady output current of 0.45 A. Our PV-LIB-AWE coupled system offers an
alternative approach to drive water electrolysis with intermittent renewable energy for a truly
sustainable energy future.

4. Experimental Section
Materials preparation: The p-NiO@NC material was prepared by a simple freezedrying and subsequent carbonization and wash. 1.0 g Nickel nitrate hexahydrate [Ni(NO3)2•
6H2O] was added into 50 ml glycine solution with 1.5 g glycine. After stirring and chelating
for 24 h, 5 g sodium chloride (NaCl) was added into the above solution. The solution was
then freeze-dried. After drying process, the collected power was calcined at 550 oC for 3h in
Ar atmosphere. Then, the black power was washed using deionized water and then dried at
60 oC for 10 h in vacuum. Other metal oxides (p-NiCo2O4@NC, p-CoFe2O4, p-NiFe2O4)
were prepared using the similar procedure except using the corresponding nitrate to replace
Ni(NO3)2 •6H2O. The p-Ni2P@NC were prepared by phosphorization of p-NiO@NC. pNiO@NC was calcined at 700 oC for 2h in air to obtain pure NiO. Glycine was directly
pyrolyzed in Ar atmosphere to obtain N-doped carbon.
Materials characterization: The XRD patterns of the as-prepared materials were
evaluated by AXS D8 advance diffractometer. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
16

was recorded by Axis Ultra DLD. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were
characterized by Hitachi, S-4800 and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were
analyzed by FEI Tecnai F20. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) specific surface area was
obtained by an ASAP 2020M.
Electrochemical characterization: As for LIBs, the electrode was prepared using the asprepared materials as active material, PVDF as binder, acetylene black as conductive agent
with a weight ratio of 8:1:1. In the half cell, Li plate was used as counter electrode. In the full
cell, LiCoO2 was used as cathode. All charge/discharge profiles were recorded by LAND test
system. The CV curves were recorded by CHI 660 electrochemical workstation. As for water
splitting, 8 mg catalyst power was added into 1.5 mL of 0.2% Nafion solution, and was then
ultrasounded for 1 h to form a homogeneous ink. The catalyst ink was dropped onto the
glassy carbon (GC) electrode. The polarization curve was recorded by a typical threeelectrode system using Ag/AgCl as reference electrode, using Pt (graphite) as counter
electrode for OER (HER). All the potentials were converted to RHE from Ag/AgCl scale.
Preparation of the Full LIB: The prepared electrode was firstly lithiated. The pNiO@NC electrode was directly superposed on the Li plate with a certain amount of the
electrolyte. After keeping on the Li plate for 24 h, the lithiated electrode used as the anode
was coupled with LiCoO2 as the cathode to assemble a full LIB cell.
Preparation of the PV-LIB system: The solar cell charged the LIB device via a
management module. When the LIB device was charged, this module could cut off the link
between the PV and the LIB when the voltage of the LIB exceeded 4.2 V to prevent the LIB
from overcharging. The current and the voltage of the LIB during the charge process were
recorded by an ammeter and a voltmeter, respectively, as shown in Fig. S28a.
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Preparation of the LIB-AWE system: As shown in Fig. S28b, the LIB device directly
drove the overall water splitting to produce hydrogen. The current and the voltage of the
electrolyzer were recorded by an ammeter and a voltmeter, respectively.
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